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Where encryption fits
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Internet Society mission statement:
Working for an open, globally-connected, secure, and trustworthy 

Internet for everyone.

Promoting 
the Internet 

way of 
networking

Extending 
encryption

Securing 
global 

routing

Increasing 
time 

security

Leading by 
example 

with open 
standards 

and 
protocols

Building 
community 
networks

Fostering 
infrastructure 
and technical 
communities

Measuring the 
Internet

Stronger Internet Projects Internet Growth Projects 

Encryption is a critical tool for the security of people, information and the Internet’s infrastructure. 
We are working with partners globally to support the use of strong encryption, 

and prevent dangerous attempts to prevent its implementation or weaken its effectiveness.



Encryption basics

• Encryption is the process of scrambling or 
enciphering data so it can be read only by 
someone with the means to return it 
(decrypt) to its original state. It makes data 
secure.

• End-to-end (E2E) encryption is any form of 
encryption for data-in-transit in which only 
the sender and intended recipient (so not 
even the provider) can read the message.

• Encryption is a data security mechanism 
which provides data confidentiality, and 
underpins other data security services such as 
data integrity, digital signatures and 
authentication. 
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Everyone relies on encryption

Nearly everyone and every sector relies on encryption, and many 
on end-to-end encryption, whether they know it or not

• Companies – financial and intellectual property

• Critical infrastructure – energy, water, and transportation

• Financial systems – including online banking

• Healthcare – private health information

• Law enforcement/military – activity and communications

Undermining encryption puts personal and national security at risk
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Encryption secures your daily routine
• Remotely locking/unlocking your car

• Paying the right amount for petrol

• Making a card payment

• Entering the PIN for your phone or tablet

• Connecting your cellphone to the network

• Authenticating to your home wi-fi

• Making a video call to your family, friends or colleagues

• Browsing securely for online shopping

• Using a password or token to log in

These daily tasks, and many more, depend on reliable encryption.
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Evolution of encryption threats

Historically Today

Language

Technical approach

Rationale

Key escrow Intermediary liability
Ghost proposal

Client-side scanningMan-in-the-middle

Terrorism
Drug cartels

Child exploitation

Misinformation

Hate speech

“Exceptional access”

“Going dark”

“Warrant-proof encryption”

“Responsible encryption”
“Lawful access” “(just give us the data)”“Encryption backdoor”

Government hacking

“Traceability”

Rationale

Business 
Continuity



The danger with backdoors
• No matter the method, there is no such thing as secure “exceptional” access. Criminals can and will discover 

and use the same way to get in. And the bad guys will just use another encrypted service to communicate!

• It is effectively a vulnerability designed into the system, which undermines the security and trust of the affected 
systems.

• Includes critical systems used by law enforcement and military

• Though focused largely on messaging platforms, other services (banking, telehealth, e-commerce) are now 
integrated as well, so undermines critical communications 

• Can have negative economic impact on industry because of mistrust

Exceptional access “will be hacked, it will be utilized, and there’s no way to make it secure” –
US legislator. 
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Encryption “hotspots” – our weekly snapshot
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For more information see: https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/encryption/

Threats, and opportunities for 
Advocacy

EARN IT, LAED Acts

Brazil: Digital 
Misinformation/Traceability

Indian Intermediary 
Guidelines

German platform 
and hacking laws

INSLM Report on AA 
Bill – PJCIS Hearings

EU Commission 
report on CSAM 

2020 target 
countries/regions:
• Australia
• Brazil
• Canada
• EU
• France
• Germany
• India
• UK
• US

https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/encryption/
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Campaign approach

Thought 
Leadership

• Position ISOC as 
credible, unbiased 
and expert, with 
resources and 
content for target 
audiences

Building a 
Movement

• Recruit supporters –
ISOC community, 
partners, civil 
society, partners, 
coalitions
• Link to ISOC 

engagement goals

Raising New 
Heroes

• Identify and equip 
champions to carry 
our message

Mobilization & 
Advocacy

• Collaborating with 
and empowering 
community 
(chapters, partners, 
coalitions) to create 
change

The common theme:
- Multiply our voices
- Amplify our influence.
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Thought leadership – supporting content

• Fact sheets to 
explain/counter various 
backdoor access 
approaches

• Partner-generated content 
highlighting importance of 
encryption

• Simple “explainers” in 
development
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Thought leadership – blogs, op-eds, webinars



• Steering committee is Internet Society, 
Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT) 
and Global Partners Digital (GPD)

• Launched 14 May 2020 with series of five 
global webinars

• Started with 35 civil society members, now 
at 75 members and invitations in process to 
industry and technologists

• Actively supporting advocacy in UK, Brazil, 
Australia, India
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Building a movement – the Global Encryption Coalition

The mission of the Global Encryption Coalition is to promote 
and defend encryption in key countries and multilateral 
gatherings where it is under threat. It also supports efforts by 
companies to offer encrypted services to their users.
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Raising new heroes – equipping

• Conducted chapter 
training in May

• Reached 120 people 
from 80 chapters, 83 
did a follow up 
“initiative”

• Developing an 
eLearning encryption 
course for later this 
year
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Advocacy – mobilizing the community
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Topics

• Next steps – audience participation ;^)



Can I take your temperature, please?
How “hot” is  encryption as a policy topic?

Cold – no-one really cares

Normal – we  can  have a healthy discussion

Feverish – it’s best to avoid  the subject

Inflammatory – keep away!

Of concern, but we can still discuss it

Froid – on s’en fiche

Normale – on peut le discuter sans mal 

Fébrile – vaut mieux éviter le sujet

Incendiaire – gardez votre distance!

Quelques ennuis,  mais abordable

Je peux prendre votre temperature, svp?
Le chiffrement: sujet incendiaire chez vous?
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Quel traitement vous faudrait-il? What treatment do you need?

Awareness-raising: that encryption is important

Examples – where encryption helps my life

Ensuring reliable encryption is available

Advocacy: bringing policymakers to dialogue 

Practicality: how to stay safe and secure online

Sensibilisation à l’importance du chiffrement

Exemples – où le chiffrement soutient ma vie 

Assurer la disponibilité de chiffrement fiable

Mobilisation: amener les décideurs au débat

Pratique: comment sauvegarder ma vie en ligne

(non exclusive poll?)
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• Maps are a great way to communicate and understand

• Help populate the global encryption “status map” hosted by Global Partners Digital:

• https://www.gp-digital.org/world-map-of-encryption/
• (Email updates to richard{at}gp-digital.org )

https://www.gp-digital.org/world-map-of-encryption/


1. Chapters: please join the Global Coalition on Encryption
• https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScQJlEFE76JKB2l3SF53x8U2Rr6r1cghC5_fZ1kXG9hl8gTfw/viewform

2. Everyone: please recruit organizations to join the Global Coalition on Encryption
• https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Hk_xGJUp7RMuRyTpoCgEEL1gQ5656JQ8ibeHr2p1pMQ/viewform?ts=5f15e2be&edit_requested=true

3. Take advantage of the Encryption training materials on Connect
• https://connect.internetsociety.org/communities/community-home?communitykey=3d65736e-0336-43f0-a6c2-9642132601b7

Watch the Chapter Delegates’ list for details of our next Encryption webinar.
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Join us

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScQJlEFE76JKB2l3SF53x8U2Rr6r1cghC5_fZ1kXG9hl8gTfw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Hk_xGJUp7RMuRyTpoCgEEL1gQ5656JQ8ibeHr2p1pMQ/viewform?ts=5f15e2be&edit_requested=true
https://connect.internetsociety.org/communities/community-home?communitykey=3d65736e-0336-43f0-a6c2-9642132601b7


Thank you.
For more information, email  encryption@isoc.org

Encryption home page:
https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/encryption/

Connect Community page
https://connect.internetsociety.org/communities/community-
home?communitykey=3d65736e-0336-43f0-a6c2-9642132601b7

mailto:encryption@isoc.org
https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/encryption/
https://www.internetsociety.org/encryption/internet-community-stands-up-for-encryption/

